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From email clients and web browsers to calendars and games, text plays a
central role in computer programs. This chapter introduces a non-numeric
data type that represents text, such as the words in this sentence or the
sequence of bases in a strand of DNA. Along the way, we will see how to make
programs a little more interactive by printing messages to our programs’ users
and getting input from them.

Creating Strings of Characters
Computers may have been invented to do arithmetic, but these days, most
of them spend a lot of their time processing text. Many programs create text,
store it, search it, and move it from one place to another.
In Python, text is represented as a string, which is a sequence of characters
(letters, digits, and symbols). The type whose values are sequences of characters is str. The characters consist of those from the Latin alphabet found on
most North American keyboards, as well as Chinese morphograms, chemical
symbols, musical symbols, and much more.
In Python, we indicate that a value is a string by putting either single or
double quotes around it. As we will see in Using Special Characters in Strings,
on page 8, single and double quotes are equivalent except for strings that
contain quotes. You can use whichever you prefer. (For docstrings, the Python
style guidelines say that double quotes are preferred.) Here are two examples:
>>> 'Aristotle'
'Aristotle'
>>> "Isaac Newton"
'Isaac Newton'

The opening and closing quotes must match:
>>> 'Charles Darwin"
File "<stdin>", line 1
'Charles Darwin"
^
SyntaxError: EOL while scanning string literal

EOL stands for “end of line.” The previous error indicates that the end of the
line was reached before the end of the string (which should be marked with
a closing single quote) was found.
Strings can contain any number of characters, limited only by computer memory.
The shortest string is the empty string, containing no characters at all:
>>> ''
''
>>> ""
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''

Operations on Strings
Python has a built-in function, len, that returns the number of characters
between the opening and closing quotes:
>>>
15
>>>
4
>>>
1
>>>
0

len('Albert Einstein')
len('123!')
len(' ')
len('')

We can add two strings using the + operator, which produces a new string
containing the same characters as in the two operands:
>>> 'Albert' + ' Einstein'
'Albert Einstein'

When + has two string operands, it is referred to as the concatenation operator.
Operator + is probably the most overloaded operator in Python. So far, we’ve
applied it to integers, floating-point numbers, and strings, and we’ll apply it
to several more types in later chapters.
As the following example shows, adding an empty string to another string
produces a new string that is just like the nonempty operand:
>>> "Alan Turing" + ''
'Alan Turing'
>>> "" + 'Grace Hopper'
'Grace Hopper'

Here is an interesting question: Can operator + be applied to a string and a
numeric value? If so, would addition or concatenation occur? We’ll give it a try:
>>> 'NH' + 3
Traceback (most recent call last):
File "<stdin>", line 1, in <module>
TypeError: Can't convert 'int' object to str implicitly

This is the second time that we have encountered a type error. The first time,
in Using Local Variables for Temporary Storage, on page ?, the problem was
that we didn’t pass the right number of parameters to a function. Here, Python
took exception to our attempts to combine values of different data types
because it didn’t know which version of + we want: the one that adds numbers
or the one that concatenates strings. Because the first operand was a string,
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Python expected the second operand to also be a string but instead it was an
integer. Now consider this example:
>>> 9 + ' planets'
Traceback (most recent call last):
File "<stdin>", line 1, in <module>
TypeError: unsupported operand type(s) for +: 'int' and 'str'

Here, because Python saw a 9 first, it expected the second operand to also be
numeric. The order of the operands affects the error message.
The concatenation operator must be applied to two strings. If you want to
join a string with a number, you could apply function str to the number to
get its string representation, and then apply the concatenation:
>>> 'Four score and ' + str(7) + ' years ago'
'Four score and 7 years ago'

Function int can be applied to a string whose contents look like an integer,
and float can be applied to a string whose contents are numeric:
>>> int('0')
0
>>> int("11")
11
>>> int('-324')
-324
>>> float('-324')
-324.0
>>> float("56.34")
56.34

It isn’t always possible to get an integer or a floating-point representation of
a string, and when an attempt to do so fails, an error occurs:
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>>> int('a')
Traceback (most recent call last):
File "<stdin>", line 1, in <module>
ValueError: invalid literal for int() with base 10: 'a'
>>> float('b')
Traceback (most recent call last):
File "<stdin>", line 1, in <module>
ValueError: could not convert string to float: 'b'

In addition to +, len, int, and float, operator * can be applied to strings. A string can
be repeated using operator * and an integer, like this:
>>> 'AT' * 5
'ATATATATAT'
>>> 4 * '-'
'----'

If the integer is less than or equal to zero, the operator yields the empty string:
>>> 'GC' * 0
''
>>> 'TATATATA' * -3
''

Strings are values, so you can assign a string to a variable. Also, operations on
strings can be applied to those variables:
>>> sequence = 'ATTGTCCCCC'
>>> len(sequence)
10
>>> new_sequence = sequence + 'GGCCTCCTGC'
>>> new_sequence
'ATTGTCCCCCGGCCTCCTGC'
>>> new_sequence * 2
'ATTGTCCCCCGGCCTCCTGCATTGTCCCCCGGCCTCCTGC'

Using Special Characters in Strings
Suppose you want to put a single quote inside a string. If you write it directly, an
error occurs:
>>> 'that's not going to work'
File "<stdin>", line 1
'that's not going to work'
^
SyntaxError: invalid syntax

When Python encounters the second quote—the one that is intended to be
part of the string—it thinks the string is ended. It doesn’t know what to do
with the text that comes after the second quote.
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One simple way to fix this is to use double quotes around the string; we can
also put single quotes around a string containing a double quote:
>>> "that's better"
"that's better"
>>> 'She said, "That is better."'
'She said, "That is better."'

If you need to put a double quote in a string, you can use single quotes around
the string. But what if you want to put both kinds of quote in one string? You
could do this:
>>> 'She said, "That' + "'" + 's hard to read."'
'She said, "That\'s hard to read."'

The result is a valid Python string. The backslash is called an escape character,
and the combination of the backslash and the single quote is called an escape
sequence. The name comes from the fact that we’re “escaping” from Python’s
usual syntax rules for a moment. When Python sees a backslash inside a
string, it means that the next character represents something that Python
normally uses for other purposes, such as marking the end of a string.
The escape sequence \' is indicated using two symbols, but those two symbols
represent a single character:
>>> len('\'')
1
>>> len('it\'s')
4

Python recognizes several escape sequences. Here are some common ones:
Escape Sequence

Description

\'

Single quote

\"

Double quote

\\

Backslash

\t

Tab

\n

Newline

\r

Carriage return

Table 4—Escape Sequences
In order to see how they are used, we will introduce multiline strings and also
revisit built-in function print.
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Creating a Multiline String
If you create a string using single or double quotes, the whole string must fit
onto a single line.
Here’s what happens when you try to stretch a string across multiple lines:
>>> 'one
File "<stdin>", line 1
'one
^
SyntaxError: EOL while scanning string literal

As we saw in Creating Strings of Characters, on page 5, EOL stands for “end
of line”. So in this error report, Python is saying that it reached the end of
the line before it found the end of the string.
To span multiple lines, put three single quotes or three double quotes around
the string instead of one. The string can then span as many lines as you want:
>>> '''one
... two
... three'''
'one\ntwo\nthree'

Notice that the string Python creates contains a \n sequence everywhere our
input started a new line. Each newline is a character in the string.

Normalizing Line Endings
Each of the three major operating systems uses a different set of characters to indicate
the end of a line. This set of characters is called a newline. On Linux and macOS, a
newline is one \n character; on version 9 and earlier of Mac OS, it is one \r; and on
Windows, the ends of lines are marked with both characters as \r\n.
Python always uses a single \n to indicate a newline, even on operating systems like
Windows that do things other ways. This is called normalizing the string; Python does
this so that you can write exactly the same program no matter what kind of machine
you’re running on.
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